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AIR CONDITIONS CLOSE TO THE GROUND AND THE EFFECT ON AIRPLANE
LANDINGS
By F. L. THOMPSON,
W. C. PECK,and A. P. BEARD
SUMMARY

practicability of mak@ such landings in gusty
air
remained
questionable, the need for further ~vesThti puper reporte an inve-stiga-twnundertake-n to
tigation
was
indicated.
determine tlu @.8ibiJity of muking glidk f4Lnding8in
The present investigation was undertaken to degudy air. Wind velocities were memured ai 8tweral
termine
the feasibility of glide kmdiugs in gusty air.
8tation8between the ground and a heighi of 61 fed, and
Two
more
or less independent lines of attack were
flight teat8were mudi to determine the add
in$h.m.ce
followed.
In
one series, measurements were made to
of gust9 on an airpiiuw gliding close to the ground. The
detetie
the
magnitude of the fluctuations in wind
airpfuna used for the Jight teats w egwipped with a
velocities
likely
to be encountered by a landing airluruiinggear of unwuuily Z5ngtravel 80 tti glide L2zndplane,
a
fairly
extensive
literature on the subject of
ing8 with the elevaiorw
could be made underfavorable
wind
fluctuations
having
been
found to be inapplicable
air condition.s. In very gusty air the glides wiih jixed
to
the
spedic
problem.
In
the
other series, landing
elevalorwere terminated& a 8aje aliitude without aduul
teats
were
made
of
an
airplane
equipped
with a special
landing8.
long-tmvel
landing
gear.
For
the
wind-velocity
The r&8
of the wind meammemen%indicate an
measurements,
an
apparatus
was
constructed
to
average Lncreme in velocity with lwighi in accordmue
record simultaneously the velocities at various heights
with the mpreaeion
Mm-mum variuliom up to 51 feet. For the landing tests, the motion of
5-(91””
the airplane was reoorded by an apparatus which
in tlw horizontal component3 qf wind velocity werefound
to be oj the order of 4=4 miltx per hour withowtpercep- consisted of a motion-picture camera set up to pertible dependence on the avmz.ge velocity or height, whtle form the oombiued functions of a camera and a remm’mum varidiona in vertical comp0nent4 were of the cnrding theodolite and which will be referred to heresame order at the higher ekvu$iorw, decreasing with hmfter as a “reoordng photdheodolite.”
The investigation was oonducted by the National
height &d m“th no perceptible dependence on wind velocity. Unchecked glide fanding8 in g?wty ati with the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at Langley
conventiorudawpknu werefound to be unduly hazardom. Field, Va. The experiments were made at various
Tlw hazard would tend to be reduced, however, by the times during a period of about 1 year, ending early in
addition oj a high-lijt device that extends the lijt curve 1933. In general, no attempt was made to carry on
m“thout modt~~”ngthe lijt churaeten%ticain the normul the experimmtal work of the two phases of the investigation simultaneously, inasmuch as it was not
range of angle of attack.
feasible to make the landimg tests and the windINTRODUCTION
velooity measurements on the same portion of tho
field.
The ability to land an airplane in n restricted spwe
MEASUREMENTS
m
has long been recognized as an item of importance in
APPARATUS
ANDPROCRDURE
connection with the general problem of safety of
flight. In a previous investigation with several airApparatus,-A simple method wss devised to deterplanes (reference 1) it was found that the horizontal
mine the direction and magnitude of the wind at varidistance trnvenmd during the approach for a landing
ous elevations. A portable mwt with indicator units
and the subsequent landing run could be greatly re- located at heights of 6, 11, 21, 36, and 51 feet was used
duced if the flight path during the approach were a
(fig. 1). Eaoh unit (fig. 2) consisted of a vane with
steady glide without the usual flare. It wss con- vertical and horizontal fins to indioate the inclination
cluded that such landings would be feasible in smooth
of the wind to the horizontal, and a pair of light
oir, although the verticrd velocities at contact would V-shaped pendulums to indioate the ma=titude of the
bo considerabl~ greater than those normally encounwind. The vane and pendulums were mounted on a
tered and special landing gems would be required. As horizontal shaft about which they were f&e to rotate
the
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independently, the horizontal shaft in turn being fr~
to rotate about a vertical axis so as to keep the un
properly alined with the direction of the wind. Simu
taneous records of the inclinations of all indicatma WG
obtained with a motion-picture camera using standan
size film.
The pendulums were calibrated for a horizontal ti
in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, identical calibration
being obtained for all pendulums by increasing or d~
creashqg the angle included between the sides of eac
of the pendulums. As the inclination of the V-shape
pendulums depended on both the magnitude and tl
direction of the wind, it was necessary to obtain cal

above’ the ground and 110 feet horn the base of tho
mast, laterally level but with the optical axis inclined
110 above the horizontal in a %ertical plane containing
the mast and approximately perpendicular to the
direction of the prevailing wind. A similar set-up was
used in each case so that corrections for inclination of
the-camera would be simpWed.
Most of the records were taken with the camera
operated intermittently so as to obtain one image each
second for a period of 30 i-a 40 seconds. A few records
were taken, however, with the camera operating at the
rate of 16 @osures per second in order to determine
the rapidity of wind variations and response of the
indicators. While the records were being made the
average wind veloci@ at a height of 6 feet was also
determined with a vane-type anemometer.
For the evaluation of data the photographs were
projected on a translucent glass screen with an enlargement factor of 15. Angles of the vanes and pendulums
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FmuEE 2—Urdt for Indicating wind speed and InoUnntIon,

~GURE l.—Vi’Ind msst.

brations for inclined winds. In order to obtain suc
cnlibmtions, the aerodpwnic moment for each inclim
tion of the pendulums was equated to the weigh
moment and was assumed to be a function of dyuami
pressure and angle of attack. The relation betwee
these variables and the actwd weight moments of th
pendulums for all inclinations was then used to estat
lish the calibration for inclined winds.
Procedure.-When records were taken, the mast wa
located a distance of about 800 feet from the mares
obstruction. The area swept by the oncoming win
was level and grassy for a minimum di9tance of 1,001
feet, beyond which the ground was covered with brusl
and small trees. The camera was mounted 4 fee

were then rend with a protractor. Corrections were
made for the effect of the vertical inclination of the
camera. The proper calibration to use for each unit
was determined by reference to the inclination of the
wind as indicated by the vane of that unit.
RESULTS
Time histories of the magnitude rmd inclination of
the wind at the elevations of 6, 11, 21, 36, and 61 feet
are shown in figures 3 to 9, inclusive, These rewlts
were obtained in winds of average ground velocities
rrmging horn 8 to 16 miles per hour at an elevation of
6 feet as measured by a vane-type anemometer over a
in
period of several minutes. Positive inclinations
these figures indicate upward components of velocity,
A very definite increase in the magnitude of the
average wind velociQ with increasing altitude is at
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once apparent horn an examination of these results.
The average gradient with aMitude for each wind condition was determined by wmgi.ng the rrdios of wIocities at various elevations to the velocities at 51
feet. The gradients thus obki.ned showed somewhat
different characteristic
but no consistent variation
with average wind speed. The average gradient for
the entire series of measurements is represented by the
solid line in figure 10. It is interesting to observe that
this curve follows fairly closely a gradient repr~ented

h 1/7
v
by ‘he‘~rwsionm- ()L as

shown by the broken

line in figure 10. Other results, such as those reported
by Schmidt in reference 2 (see also references 3 and 4),
indicate that the gradient may conform to this type
of expression with exponents varying between 1/3
and 1/7.
Of greater importance than the average gradient
witk height are the fluctuations with time as regards
bot a the magnitude of the velocity and the inclination
to the horizontal. The maximum fluctuations in
mngnitude were generally of the order of + 4 miles per
hour from the average at any height, there being no
pronounced dependence on either the height or the
magnitude of the nominal wind veloci~, except that
at the highest wind speed there were occasional
fluctuations as great M 6 miles per hour. The flucturLtions in inclination, on the other hand, show a pronounced decrease in magnitude with increased wind
speed, m well ns a fairly definite tendency for the
fluctuations to decrease in magnitude with decreasing
height. At the three upper stations the range of
variation in inclination was of the order of * 20° to
+ 30° for nominal wind speeds of 8 miles per hour and
of the order of * 10° at 16 miles per hour. This fact
indicates that, as was preciously notad regarding
rcsultrmt velocities, vertical components are independent of the uverage wind speed. Fluctuations in
horizontal components, be~~ of approximately the
same magnitude M the fluctuations in resultant velocities, were of the order of + 4 miles per hour. Vertical
components increased in maafitude with height.
The combination of relatively high wind speeds and
inclinations at a height of 51 feet indicates that at tl&
elevation fluctuations of verticil components of velocity were rdso of the order of + 4 miles per hour.
It can rodi.ly be appreciated that the conditions
encountered by a landing airplane are not represented
by the conditions that prevail at any instant in a
vertical section of the 5 l-foot layer of air. In order to
obtain a general indication of the conditions that
might have been encountered by an airplane in a landing approach for some of the cases shown in iigges 3
to 9, the following method was used: It was nasumed
thnt the airplane moved horizontally relative to the
air with a constrmt veloci~ of 70 feet per second and
had a constant rate of descent of 10 feet per second
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regardless of vertical air currents encountered. ConWons encountered at some desired time at tlm 51foot level were spotted on the curve for this level.
For the assumed conditions, the airplane reached the
36-foot level 1% seconds after passing the 51-foot level,
rmd moved upstream 105 feet relative to the air.
Therefore, the time interval t required for this air
distance was calculated by assuming the average speed
over this interval to be the same as the average at 51
feet, and a point was spotted on the curve for the 36foot level at t seconds later than the point at the 51foot level. A similar procedure was followed for each
step of the descent, using as average wind velocity
over each increment the average velocity at the start
of the increment. Points obtained by this procedure
for rLsample cnae are shown by the broken lino in
figure 7.
Curves showing the horizontal and vertical components of the wind speed that would thus be encountered
are shown for several cases in ligmes 11 to ~4.
Although the method is rather inexact, it serves the
intended purpose of giving consideration to fluctuations of wind velocity with time as well as with altitude.
One objection to this method of interpretation is that
the wind front on whiclI the measurements were
obtained has no width and disturbances actually may
not extend over a distance equal to the span of the
airplane.
The effect on the motion of rLgliding airplane that
encounters disturbances such as some of those shown in
Iigures 11 to 14 would appear to be large. In order to
determine what the effect might be for a hypothetical
caae it was necessary to resort to a shp-by-step integration with a solution by trial and error. Data wero
used for an actual airplane (Doyle O-2) for which lift,
drag, moment of inertia, and pitch@-moment
characteristic were known (reference 5). The elevator was
m+nuned to be held stationary and the airplane was
assumed to be gliding steadily at the 51-foot level, as
though the conditions prevailing at that level extended
upward indefinitely. For glidiug descent in still air,
the airplane wns assumed to have a horizontal component of velocity of 70 feet per second, a vertical
component of veloci~ of 10 feet per second, an attitude
angle of 6.3° , and an angle of attack of 14.4°. The
results of the calculations are shown in table I. It is
interesting to note the increase in vertical velocity, to
more than 20 feet per second and a decided change in
attitude to a nosedown condition. Changea in angle
of attack were small.
Similar calculations were made to determine the
effect of the average gradient in a fairly strong wind.
The results of these calculations are also shown in
table I. Here again it was assumed that the gradient
was encountered at the 51-foot level, conditions above
that elevation being constant. The vertical velocity
in this case increased to 16.6 feet per second.
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It is }VOrth noting in connection with this subject
that the initial rah- of climb as well as the rate of
descent tends to be increased by the effect of the
gradient with height. Quantitative data for climbs of
50 feet me given for several airplanes in reference 6.
These drtta show as-much M 100 percent increase in
the rate of climb in some cases. It would be well to
keep this fact in mind, particularly when determining
the ability of an airplane to clear obstacles in take-off.
PRECISION
Angles on the photographic records were measured
to within +2°. As regards the magnitude of the wind
velocity, an error of 2° corwponds to an error of + 1
Consistent errors of probably not
mile per hour.
greater than +0.3 mile per hour may have been
introduced by calibration errore of the pendulums.
C3mnges in direction of the wind that cause misa!linement of the indicator relative to the verticil plane
containing the optical axis of the camera would tend
to produce insi@ficant
errors in the apparent pendulum angles, but might introduce errors as great as
nbout 4° in the apparent angles of inclination. Inertia
of the vanes and pendulums probably introduces
errom of appreciable magnitude for very sharp fluctuations, so that a true picture of the wind structure is
not shown by the results. The effect of the inertia on
the general magnitude of the fluctuations doea not
appear to be very important, however, since an evaluation of records taken at high iilm speeds did not
indicate the existence of free oscillations of any considerable m@tude
for either the vanes or the
pendulums.
LANDINGMEASUREMENTS
APPARATUS

AND PROCEOURE

Apparatus,-A VerviUe airplane (fig. 15) was used
for the landing tests. In preparation for these tests

~OUEE 16.-Vtie

the fuselage was reinforced and n special landing genr
wcs installed (@g. 16) that was designed to withstand a
load factor of 12 in landingg. k the design of the la,nding gem no consideration was given to the aerodpamic
qunlitiea of the gear, the primary considerations being
energy-absorbing capaci~, strength, and geometric
arrangement. The gear utilized shock-absorbing struts
having a stroke of 16.7 inches, which in turn permitted
a 24-inch displacement of the center of gravity of the
airplane. The design load factor of 12 was based on an
expected maximum rate of descent at contact of 30
feet per second. This probable maximum rate of
descent was determined horn consideration of n fixedelevator glide landing made in a previous serk of
tests with the same airplane in its normal condition,
wherein the airplane was damaged at contact.
A recording photdheodolite
was developed to
determine the motion of the landing airplane relative
to the ground. This apparatus (@. 17) consisted essentially of a spring-driven motion-picture camera fitted
to a mounting that permitted freedom for rotation
aboub horizontal and vertical axes, the mounting
being connected by cords to an instruinent ~at recorded the angular displacement about these axes.
The latter instrument was of the type usually employed
for recording control positions of an airplane in fright.
The camera was equipped with a 15-inch focal length
lens and operated at an exposure time of %2second.
In order to record time intervals on the motionpicture film, a timing light was mounted in the camera
field about 2 inches in front of the camera lens. This
light was encased in a shell containing a short focal
length lens interposed between the light and the camera
lens. With this arrangement the timing light registered on the motion-picture film only when incandescent, as shown in figure 18. A timer was employed to
operate the light at l-second intervals.

ah@ene with “r@in@JIand@ @r.
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FIOUEElCL-Vei411e alrplene m@ilfM for landing tests.

A special fid”w was provided for sighting the
camer~ on the airplane. This iinder consisted of a
tube fitted with cross hairs at the objective end, the
tube having a ratio of length to internal diameter
equal to the ratio of the focal length of the camera
to the height of the image field. The iinder also
served as a handle for manipulating the camera.
Instruments were mounted in the airplane to record
air. speed, angle of attack, and positions of the controls. The mgle+f-attack
recorder consisted uf a
vnne pivoted about a horizontal axis, mounted on a
boom forward of the upper wing, and connected by
cords to a mechanism that recorded the angular
position of the vane. The use of this instrument
required a calibration to determine the alinement of
the vane as a function of angle of attack.
The other
instruments were of the type usually employed by
the N.A.C.A. in f&ht tests. The records obtained
with the instruments were synchronized at l-second
intervals by means of a timer.
Test procedure.-At
the outset, it was necassary
to determine the relations between air speed, rate of
descent, and elevator position for the airplane used.
The results of these preliminary tests (@. 19) were
used to determine the “best” air speed for glide
landings on the basis of change in rate of descent
for a given change in air speed, the best air speed
occurri.rqg where the change in rate of descent was
a minimum for a change in air speed of approximately
+6 miles per hour. Incidentally, it may be noted
that these results, as well as the results of glide tests
on several conventional airplanes, show that the best
air speed is about 5 to 10 percent greater than the

minimum
gliding

speed. It may also be noted thnt
the attitude corresponding to the best air speed is,
in general, reasonably satisfactory for landing. Duriw
these preliminary tests the dymunic longitudinal
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F1OUBE17.—RWerdlng pkotothdoute.

tiabili~ of the airplane in the low-speed gliding ranm
.,
was observed to be satisfactory.
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The landing tests consisted of normal, pancake,
find fied-elevator
glide landings in smooth air;
normal and pancake landings in rough air; and simulmted landings in rough- ti with fiked-elevator.
In
the simulated landings the records were started at
an elevation of about 600 feet and the elevator was
held approximately stationmy for as long as the
pilot deemed advisable. Although a strap was connected to the stick to assist the pilot in holding the
elevator stationary in the tied-stick glides, he was
unable to do so and small elevator movements
occurred.
. . .

h

.
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In order to establish defitely
the line of &mht
E’F’ actually followed during the approach for l~d-

ing, the airplane -was equipped with two weighted
stieamem that could be released by the pilot when
desired. One streamer E was dropped at an elevntion of several feet immediately prior to the starting
of the recording instruments in the airplane. The
second streamer F was dropped several seconds later,
after the airplane had mnde contact with the ground
in the actual landings or while it was still in the air in
the simulated landings. The positions of these two
streamers were located with respect to the reference
line by trianggation, a transit being used to make the
required measurements.
Shortly before a landing, the recording phototheodolite was leveled and sighted along the reference
line and a short record taken to obtain a record of
the angular position of reference point A, Duriryg the
lading the camera C’ was sighted on the airplane
before the fit streamer was dropped and was started
ULTIzontal
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of tfmfng Ifglk

The recording phototheodolite was set up for
landing tests as shown in figure 20. After the camera
station C was located, a reference line AC was established nnd markem B were plnced on the field parallel
to the wind direction at n distance of approximately
800 feet from the camera. These markers consisted
merely of pieces of cloth laid on the ground to indicate
to the pilot the desired point of contact and flight
direction, the method of measurement being dependent on the pilot’s following a straight line of flight
,during the approach for landing.
G91~lo

at the instant that this streamer was seen to leave
the airplane. The ca+nem was stopped after the
airplane had made contact with the ground or upon
the release of the second streamer.
Evaluation of data.—In the evaluation of records a
datum time was used to synchronize the data obtained
from the recording phototheodolite with records from
the instruments mounted in the airplane. In the
actual landings the datum time was taken as the
instant of contact with the ground. In the motionpicture records this instant was indicated by the point
at which the airplane wheels started rotating, s~~rnents of the wheels having been marked with white
paint to make this method of identi.ikation possible.
I?or the records obtained with the instruments mounted
in the airplane, the instant of contact -wasdetermined
by observing the accelerometer records, the other
records being synchronized with the accelerometer
records by means of the timer as previously noted.
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In simulati ladingg, the datum time was taken as
the instant of release of the second streamer. This
streamer was large enough to be vi+ble in the motionpicture records and was released simultaneously with
the stopping of the record@
instruments in the
airplane.
Records of the angular positions o and e of the optical
axis of the camera as a function of time were obtained
directly with the recording photoiiheodolite. In general, however, the optical axis of the camera was not
directed exactly at the center of gravity of the airplane.
This deviation was shown by the position of the airplane in the motion-picture photographs and is indicated by the angles ~ and p on ilgure 20. Corrections
for the deviation of the optical axis were made in
order to obtain time histori= of the angular position
of the line C’ P joining the center of gravity- of the
airplane and the camera. Succwive positions of the
airplane in the vertical plane containing the line of
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attitude angles were deduced by means of the following
approximate expression:
~=tm.l

tan +—tan (a–90°) sin e.
cos 6= sec (OYflOO)

where
his the corrected attitude.
+, the apparent attitude.
a, the angle between the vertical plane of the flight
path and the vertical plane of the opticrd axtia
(@g. 20).
cm the mean of the angular elevation of the optical
axis e and the angular elevation of the airplane cc.
(The di.flerence between these elevation angles was
necessarily small as the optical axis of the camero
was always directed approximately on the airphme.)
RESULTS
The results of the landing measurements are presented in figures 21 to 27, inclusive, and in table ~.

FIIWJBE21.-Field layout for rwmillng photothwdolk

flight, as established by the weighted streamers, were
determined by triangulation. Horizontal and vertical
components of displacement were then plotted against
time and differentiated graphically to determine the
velocity components. The wind speed was deduced as
the difference between the horizontal components of
recorded air speed and the horizontal component of
velocity along the tlight path measured with reference
to the ground.
The attitude of the airplane was also deduced from
the records obtained with the recording phototiheodolite. The apparent attitudes shown by the motionpicture records were measured, but required correction
owing to the inclination of the optical axis to the vertical plane containing the line of flight. The true

Figures 21,23, and 25, respectively, present data from
normal, pancake, and fied-elevator
glide landings
made in smooth air. Figures 22 and 24 were obtained
horn representative normal and panc~ke landings
made in rough air, and figure 26 from data for a simulated fixed-elevator glide landing made in rough air.
I?&ure 27 illustrates the shortening of the landing
approach obtained with the airplane used in the tests
by means of a iixed-elevator glide landing in zero wind.
Table II shows the landing characteristics at contact for
the typical cases. It should be noted that the vertical
velocity of contact of 20.7 feet per second for the
smooth-air pancake landing is unusually severe as
compared with what would be permissible with on
airplane having a normal landing gear.
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The results presented in figures 21, 23, and 25 show
that in smooth air the motion of the airplane remains
reasonably steady without appreciable movement of
the elevator. I?igures 22 and 24 show, however, that
in rough air the elevator must be moved ~worously to
maintain approximately the desired attitude and flight
path. A indication of w-hat may happen if the elevator is not moved during a glide in rough air is
presented in figure 26. In the glide bm which these
data were obtained, the pilot attempted to hold the
con trols in fixed positions from an altitude of approximately 650 feet down to 130 feet. During this glide,
between the altitudes of 550 feet and 35o feet, the
rate of descent varied h-em 28 to 4 feet per second;
the attitude from 14° to –9°; and the horizontal
velocity, relative h the ground, from 58 to 28 feet per
second. Ui.fortunatdy,
no air-speed record was
obtained in this case. The horizontal velocity is
presented in lieu of the air speed to furnish an indication of the variance in speed of the airplane. In
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another &ed-t?levator glide in rough air for which no
records were obtained, owing to failure of the recording
phototheodolite, the vertical velocity of the airplane
was observed to increase rapidly without any appreciable change in attitude at an altitude of approximately 100 feet. At an altitude of about 50 feet the
pilot attempted to recover from the high rate of
descent by using the throttle. He was unable to
recover sticiently,
however, to avoid contact with
the ground at a high rate of descent.
It is estimated that successive positions of the airplane were determined from the phototheodolite
records with a precision of + 0.8 foot horizontally and
+0.5 foot vertically. Faired results reduce these
errors to about *0.5 foot horizontally and +0.2 foot
vertically. The velocities as determined from the
slope of the displacement curves are estimated to have
a precision of + 3 feet per second horizontally and +2
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feet per second vertically. The air speeds are believed
to be precise to within + 3 feet per second as regards
absolute values and subject to no appreciable errors
as rqgards the magnitude of variations. The angles of
attack, attitude angles, and elevator positions am
believed to be precise to within + 1°. Owing to tlm
manner in which wind speeds were determined, tho
values given are subject to the errors in the ah spewls
and the horizontal velocities relative to the ground.
Hence, the precision of the wind speeds is of the order
of + 3 feet per second as regards both the gemwnl
magnitude and tbe fluctuations with altitude.
DISCUSSION
The effect of gusts on a ccnventiomd nirplnno
attempting a steady glide landing with fixed elevator
is indicated by the analysis of the wind measurements
and more conclusively demonstrated by the shmkted
landings. Both phases of the investigation indicato
the necessity for control of the airplane’s motion by tho
pilot in order to prevent dangerous changes in attitude
and rate of descent. Thus such Inudings are shown
to be impracticable except for smooth-air conditions;
even then the landings are much more severe than those
normally encountered, so that in general a special
landing gear is required. The impracticability of such
landings arises not merely from the fact that the elevator is held in a tied position, but also from the fnot
tha,t the pilot’s abili~ to control the airplane is limited
by the low air speed and the high angle of attack nt
which the glide is made. For safety it is essential that
the approach for landing in rough air be mnde with n
considerable margin of speed and angle of attack, n
procedure that is in accordance with the practice of
experienced pilots. The usefulmw of f3xed-elcwator
glide landings for conventional airplanes themforo
seems to be limited to such casea as emergency landings
in which there is ample assurance that the air is smooth,
as for example in fog.
Conditions would be considerably more fnvorable for
the attempted glide landing if the airplane were
equipped with a high-lift device that extends the lift
curve without essentially modifying the wing characteristics in the normal range of angles of attack (for &sample, leading-edge slots or the leading-edge mmilicuy
airfoil described in reference 7). The glide could then
be made under easentkdly the same conditions as before
as regards angle of attack, flight path, ah speed, and
attitude, while the extension of the lift curve wouId
tend to provide the margin of angle of attack~nnd air
peed required for safety. As the elevator 1trnvel
would not be limited to the position corresponding to
the desired gliding speed, it becomes npparent that the
landing would then be essentially a normal landing,
Sxcept that the airplane would be in a landing attitude
throughout the approach. The usual change in attitude angle just before contact would not be easentird
h that case, provided that the landing gear were
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capable of absorbing the shock resulting from the high
rab of descent.
The effect of the average gradient of velocity with
height is of limited practical significance, inasmuch M
the gmdient encountered in any particular we iE probably influenced to a great extent by gusts. It would
be well to bear in mind, however, that such an average
gradient exists and that the mte of ascent as well as the
rata of descent tends to be increased by the effect of
this gradient. That the initial rate of climb in general
is influenced by the wind velocity should be considered
in cormection with the measurement of take-off performance. A point worth noting in this connection is
that the influence of the gradient tends to become confused with ground effect inasmuch as both factors influence the performance of an airplane close to the
ground, The influence of a wind gradient of given
m~gnitude, however, depends upon the rate of ascent
or descent, whereas ground effect influences the performance in level flight as well as in climbs or glides.
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conventional airplane are unduly hazardous even
though the airpl=e is equipped with a landing gear of
unusual shock-absorbing capacity. The hazard would
tend to be reduced by the addition of the type of highlift device that extends the lift curve without modifying the wing characteristics in the normal range of
angles of attack.
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1. The results of the wind-velocity measurements,
which cover a range of heights from 6 to 51 feet and a
range of average ground-wind speeds at the lower
height of 8 to 16 miles per hour show:
a. An average increase in velocity with height that
~ 117
is expressed approximately by the relation ~ - ~
“
()
b. Mtium
variations in horizontal com~onents of
the order of +4 miles per hour without perceptible
dependence on the average velocity or the height.
c. Maximum variations of vertical components increttsing in mwgnitude with height to a value of the
order of +4 miles per hour at n height of 51 feet, without perceptible dependence on the average velocity.
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2. Unchecked glide landings in gusty air with the
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